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Many of the fundamental physical laws can be expressed as 
a consequence of some symmetry principle. Here we want to show 
that the standard scaling laws for critical indices are not an 
exception to the rule. 

Den'ote an arpitrary system with Hamiltonian 1, temperature 
0 = kT,number of particles N as 1/0. Consider a set of order 
parameters A, B , C , ••• -- Hermitian operators of the additi
ve type normalized per particle; we shall call below "order pa
rameters" both operators and their equilibrium averages <A>r;e; 
<B>r;e , ..•. Introduce also generalized susceptibility 

XAB(i/0) =[a<A>r-xNB/B jax]x=O. 
Consider a conventional ferromagnet with a fixed Hamiltonian 

II, critical temperature 0 , one-component order parameter S. 
For a nonzero magnetic fietd h > 0 the Hamiltonian of the system 
will be H- hNS. Introduce also the correctly normalized "tem
perature order parameter" L "'N-1 (<H>H/Oe-H) and dimensionless 

temperature deviation t"" (0- 00 )/ 8 c , 8 = Oe (1- t). 
Consider a standard set of order parameters (averages) and 

susceptibilities: S (magnetization), L (singular part of the 
energy), X ss (magnetic suscep,tib,ility), x11 (specific heat), 
XsL =X1s (derivatives a<S>/aO, a<L>/ah) ) taken on the 
critical isobar in the ordered phase 0 = 00 (1- t)< Oe , h = 0, 
and on the critical isotherm 0 a 00 , h>O. Assuming the proper 
power asymptotics, we write: 

S(t) oo t f3 
' 

L(t) 1/1 t 1-a' 
' 

X ss (t) oo t-y' 
' 

Xu, (t) oo t -a' 

x
81

(t) oo t/3-1 ; S(h) 00 h!IB, L(h) .,h,, Xss (h) oo hl/8 -1, 

() 
-! ,_1 

XLL h ., h • X SL(h) ., h (wa use here the primed notation 
for indices below B 0 ) , hera and below XttoY means X/Y =canst. 
( f, 0, oo) as t .... 0, h ... 0. As is wall known, there are 4 scaling 
relations for 6 indices in thasa asymptotic forms (see, e.g., 
re£. 111 ): 

y, = {3 (8 - 1) ' ·":) 

\~--, 
" . l 

' . . -~ ~4 
~ -., l 

a ' + 2{3 + y ' .. 2 , 

2 
,;. 

<'"' ¥ 

1 - a' = {38,, 

a' = {38£ • 
' 

Though the symmetry we want to show can be demonstrated di
rectly in relations (1), we shall consider the problem from 
a more general point of view and obtain first heuristic genera
lized relations for critical indices for the case of arbitrary 
order parameters and variations of the Hamiltonian taking the 
system away from the critical point, which manifestly possess 
a symmetrical form and include (I) as a particular case. 

As the starting point can. be considered the observation 121 

that scaling laws (I) can be derived from the following physical 
hypothesis: in the ordered phase 0 =Be ( 1- t) <Be, h =" 0 tqere 
exists the temperature-dependent "inner field" h'(t), associated 
with spontaneous ordering, which provides the same effect as 
the corresponding external field and gives a finite contribu
tion into all order parameters and susceptibilities, so that 
every quantity of a set X = l S, L, Xss, x 1 u X 811 in the ordered 
phase, X(t), is of the same order of magnitude .as ~(h) (criti
cal isotherm) for h=h(t): 

X(t) ., X(h = h(t)). (2) 

Choosing h(t) ., ta and substituting the power asymptotics for 
S, ...• x 81 into (2), one finds 5 relations for 7 indices a', {3 
y.', 8, ' , £ , a. Eliminating a one obtains just 4 scaling 
equalitirs (1) 121 • It is also easily seen that a=y'+/3, i.e., 
h (t) Vl t y + {3 • 

If one accepts the view point that the "inner field" is a 
real physical object 121 (see also remarks 1 and 2 at the end 
of the paper), one can then suppose that the inner field wouldc 
give also finite contribution into some other order parameters 
A, B, ... , except S, L, and corresponding susceptibilities. 
Moreover, one can expect that the inner field will appear every 
time when the system H/Be is taken away from the critical point 
by means of some "ordering" variation of the Hamiltonian 
8H = V , H/0

0 
.. H+ V/B e, which gives rise to spontaneolls magne

tization. The lowering Of the temperature B c .... Be (1-t) corresponds 
to variation V t = tH/(1-t) .. tH, nonzero external field corres
ponds to Vh =-hNS. We sh~ll consider below a class of only such 
ordering variations lVl including V t and V h . 

Let us now assume that energy V is characterized by a small 
parameter I;> 0, V = V (/;) .. 0 as I; .. +0, and for a set of order pa
rameters A,B and S and corresponding susceptibilities for the 
variations under consideration the power asymptotic forms hold 
true. [ Common scaling arguments (see, e. g., ref / 31 

) lead tq 

~.-.,..,4Nfrolt.lt~··".,.. 
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the preference-of the power laws for arbitrary order parameters 
constructed from the same suboperators ~s S, L (see yemark 3 at 
the end of the paper)]. By analogy with a standard situation we 
write: 

X XY (V (()) "' ( -y~Y . y 
Y(V(()) Ill ( {3 v 

and in a special case of the field variation: 
e XY .-;-Y 

x xy(h) "' h- , Y(h) "' h , 

(Ja) 

(Jb) 

where X, Y independently run over I A, B, S l ; Y, x XY in (3a) 
are taken for the system H+V(,;-)/0 0 (in particular, Y(V(()) ~ 
= <Y>H + v(()/Oc , it is assumed that <Y>n/Oc =0 for all 

Y = A, B, S). Here y~Y, f3.J. E XY, .-;- Y are constants ~generalized 
critical indices), the subindex V labels the type of the varia
tion V((}. We have introduced a separate notation for the 
field variation Vh =-hNS in view of its particular 
role; note that eAS=l-.-;-Aand .-;-s =1/8, ess =(8-1)/8. 

In accordance with the above discussion we shall futher pro
ceed from the heuristi~ assumption generalizing (2) and being 
of the analogous physical sense (existence and finite con
tribution of the inner field h(V(()) into order parameters 
and suseptibilities in the system H+V((}/Oc ). 

X XY (V(( )) "' X XY (h = h (V(()} , (4a) 

Y(V(()) "' Y(h = h(V(()), 
(4b) 

where X, Y = lA, B, Sl. Assuming h(V(()) "'.;av and substitu
ting asymptonic forms (3) into (4), one obtains by equating 
indices in both sides: 

Y XY ,. e XY a f3 Y = r Y a 
v v' v ... v • (5) 

where X, Y = lA, B, Sl. 

A notable feature here is the factorization of the dependen
ces on X, Y and V. For the class of variations considered 
e XY, .-;- Y are independent of V, while a v is independent of X, 
Y. So, the ratio of any two indices from a set I y ~Y. {3 J l ap

pears to be irldependent of the variation V, for instance: 

4 

yAA AA v ( 
- = - = inv(V) , BB -eBB Yv 

yAA A 
....:!___ e A 
{3 ~ - .-;- B = inv{V), 

(6) 

(7) 

J 

); 

y.AS 
V AS 

----- ( 

{3~ -zs= inv(V), 
(8) 

{3~ = 'A 
{3~ (II= inv(V), 

(9) 

and so on. Equalities (6)-(9) 
relation 

all follow from the generalized 

XY 
Yv eXY 
-- = -- "" inv(V) , 

z f3y .-;-z (I O) 

where X, Y, Z ind~pendently run over lA, B, Sl. This makes it 
possible to formulate the following heuristic principle - the 
Symmetry Principle for critical indices. 

!he Principle. Given a set of critical indices for order 
parameters and susceptibilities for a set of ordering varia-
tions of the Hamiltonian IV(Ol and field variation Vh = -hNS 
(see (3)), Then the ratio of any two indices for two fixed 
quantities does not change when passing from one variation V(,;) 
to another or to V h. 

Let us just show that the Principle entirely contains scal
ing equalities (1). Indeed, relations (6)-(9) follow from the 
Principle, but considering the case of standard variations Vt, 
V h and putting in (8) A~ B = S, one gets y' = {3(8-1'), putting in 
(7) A=L, B=S,one obtains a'=f3ot, choosing in (9)A=L, 
B=S,one has 1-a' ={38.-;-, and putting in (8) A=B=L,one finds 
1-a'=.-;-(2-a'-{3) and hence, in view of the above relations, 
2 =a'+ 2{3 +y'. Here we have taken into account that in the stan-

dard notation Yss =y', YsL=l-{3, {3L =1-a', . 
So, the conventional scaling laws can be expressed "by words" 

as a consequence of a simple symmetry principle. 
ijowever, the ~euristic equalities for indices (6)-(10) are 

probably of a more general. significance. These relations seem 
to be quite universal (through they don't claim, of course, to 
be undoubtedly correct in all cases without exception). As one 
sees, of a considerable interest is the study of notraditional 
order parameters and "artificial" variations of the Hamilto
nian in different specific systems. 

Let us formulate some concluding remarks. 
I) The concept of the inner field is qualitatively (but not 

quantitatively) similar to the proper "molecular field" ap
pearing in the simplest approximating methods. The switching on 
of an external field h > 0 means appearance of the ordering for
ce constant over the whole sample. The existence of spontaneous 
magnetization for fJ < (Jc can also be interpreted as appearing 
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of a "nonfluctuating mode" in effective forces acting on sepa
rate magnetic moments, i.e., one can speak about an "inner 
field" (see also ref. 121 ). In such an i,nterpretation ther:e is 
no significant difference between assumption (2) leading to the 
proper scaling "laws and assumptions (4) leading to generalized 
relations (6)-(10) (if the variation V(~)produces spontaneous 
ordering and inner field, and if order parameters A,B respond 
to the magnetic field). Note that the assumption itself of 
existence and finite contribution of the inner field determi-

nes tts value h(t) Ill t y'+/3 • 
2) One can, in principle, accept a more cautious point of 

view and consider the correspondence t <! h(t) "'t y'+/3 to be 
a consequence of some "indirect" and "unknown in all details" 
reasons. Nevertheless, if one assumes that these "unknown re
asons" are physical and the correspondence t': h(t) is not 
a kind of a happy chance, even then there are some grounds for 
suppositions (4) leading to (6)-(10). However, I prefer the 
direct physical interpretation of h(t). 

3) Order parameters A,B should be constructed from thesame 
suboperators as S,L. For instance, in the case of the Ising mo
d-el one can consider a "cluster" of some neighbour spins 
.\ij ... k(aiaj ... ak ), ... , aj=.!_l, ..• , and symmetrize it in all 
sp~ns, one than obtains order ~arameter A "'f"i.i ... k (ai ai ... ak ). 
The standard order paramete:s S=N-~ai, L "'N- ~ Jijai ai 
are simplest examples of th~s type. 

4) Consider for illustration some "aritifical" (and in a 
sense, trivial) example of order para;;;~ters A= S 2, B = L, S and 
variations V t• Vh. The critical indices for A=S 2 'can be easily 
obtained. For instance, A(t) 7 < s2·; t , <S>~ "' t2f3 and {3 t= 2{3 ; 
x_AA (t) = 4<: 1S>~x_88 (t) t 2f3 -y and rtl\:r' -2{3~tc. One can easi
ly verify that here relations (6)-(10) hold and are equivalent 
(as it should be) to the standard relations (I).- The same is 
valid also for a more general set of A = S U: B =' L n, S and 
vt . v h • 

I would like to thank Professor N.N.Bogolubov, Jr. for his 
interest in the work and support. 
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BHYTPeHHHH CHMMeTpHH CI(eil:JmHrOBbiX paBeHCTB H 06061JleHHbJe 
COOTHOUJeHHH AJ[H I<PHTH'leCICHX HHp;eKCOB 

iloiCa3aHo, 'ITO CI<eJ:i.nHHrOBbie 3aKOHbl AJ[H KpHTH'!eCICHX HHp;eKCOB 
MOryT 6bJTb BbipiDICe!!bl !(a!( c.nep;CTBHe TipOCTOro TIPHHIJ;HIIa CHMMeTpiU-!. 
ilpep;cTaB.neHbJ SBPHCTH'!eCICI-fe 06061JleHHbie COOTHOilleHHH ,lJ;J1H KPHTH'!ec-

, KHX HHp;eKCOB B CJ1y-.:rae TipOH3BOJ1bHbJX rrapaMeTpOB IIOpHp;Ka II BapHa
U:HH raMHJ1bTOHHaHa, BblBO,lJ;HJJ-IlfX CHCTeMy I-!3. KpHTH'leCKOH TO'IKH, 
IWTOpbie HBHO HMeiOT CHMMeTpH'IHYIO !l>opMy I-! BKJ110'la!OT CTaHp;apTHbJe 
CKei1J1HHrOBble paDeHCTDa KaK '!aCTHbiH c.ny-.:rati. 

Pa6oTa Dbmo.nHeHa B Jla6opaTopHH TeopeTH-.:recKoi1: !l>HSHKH OlliiH. 

npenpHHT 06"beA<1HeHHOro HHCTHTYTa fiAePHbiX HCClleAOBaHHH. AY6Ha 1982 

Plechko V.N. El7-82-585 
Intrinsic Symmetry of the Scaling Laws and Generalized 
Relations for Critical Indices 

It is shown that the standard scaling laws can be expressed 
as a consequence of a simple symmetry principle. Heuristic 
relations for critical indices generalizing scaling laws to 
the case of arbitrary order parameters are represented, which 
manifestly have a symmetric form and include the scaling 
laws as a particular case. 
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